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Statement

The webcast "A Matter of Memory: Snow in Philadelphia" is a chronicle of time. Like

layers of recollection, the piece is sectioned into three distinct areas representing

impressions of personal experience. As a recent record of memory, the first section

of images appear in more colorful hues. In the second section, images appear in

black and white tones, without color, representing more distant, dream-like

memories of the mind. The final section is one in which memory has become

blank, blurred and faded but remains hypnotic. Rolling over the images stops them

briefly like a reminiscence, while other memories continue to drift by in the

background of consciousness.

This work born of movement has a still, contemplative quality. Using winter-time

digital photography and animated snow as a metaphor, it is a multi-faceted

meditation on locality, remembrance, and impermanence. Fragmented moments

create silent poetry. Insignificant scenes are recorded but together they have

significance, creating a sense of place as seen through the camera's lens and

filtered through the mind's eye.  

As an examination of memory from a personal vantage point, the work is a portrayal

of both memory and experience as fragmentary and indivdual, adrift in the mind.

 

The Internet and Memory

The internet can be thought of as a vast neural network in which memories and

events are recorded. Seemingly intangible, the internet has become an important

record. As in personal memory, some of the internet's reported history is accurate,

some is more dubious, and a great deal of it depends on point of view. Areas or

nodes of the web are built up and are revisited, while other nodes become disused

and disintegrate. It is all fluid information, mutable and temporal. "A Matter of

Memory" is one instance of history documented on the internet, a gateway to

memories of a specific time and place. In this sense, "A Matter of Memory" webcast

is a microcosm which broadly mirrors its wider environment.


